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Founded in 1893, Montclair Public Library serves
the citizens of Montclair, New Jersey through two
facilities: the Main Library and the Bellevue Avenue
Branch. The mission of Montclair Public Library is
to change lives every day, through words, ideas, and
community building. Our vision is to provide unlimited
opportunities for lifelong learning, discovery, and
community engagement.

Board members as of December 31, 2020

The Montclair Public Library Foundation is a 501(c)(3)
non-profit organization that develops philanthropic
support for the Montclair Public Library. Established
in 2002, the MPL Foundation strives to increase
funding for Library programs, collection enhancement,
staff development, special projects, and other critical
needs that exceed municipal funding. Through the
development of new financial resources, the MPL
Foundation seeks to ensure that the Library meets
the needs of its diverse community and maintains its
stature as one of the foremost libraries in the State of
New Jersey.
When 2020 tolled, no one knew what sort of year it would be. We certainly did not plan to have our physical buildings closed to the public for most of the year, or to have friends, family, and colleagues fall seriously ill, and in some cases pass away. Usually our annual report touts the growth and improvements made to our services and programs. Instead, this year’s report highlights how we adjusted and continued to provide services and meet the needs of our community throughout the pandemic.

When the building closed Friday, March 13, 2020 due to COVID, staff pivoted our programs to be virtual. They investigated platforms to use, modified schedules, worked with performers, and when all was said and done, provided 435 virtual program sessions in 2020.

When we brought staff back into the building we provided only curbside pickup for four months, while juggling virtual programs, emails, and phone calls offering reference assistance and helping our users remotely, with the same professionalism and effort as always. Later, when we were able to have patrons in the building to use the first floor only, staff were creative and curated mini-collections of youth materials and non-fiction to satiate the needs of users seeking those materials.

Overall, during the pandemic we issued 962 library cards, allowing users virtual access to our digital and online materials and services. They did so in record numbers: using them 17% more than the previous year.

Unfortunately, the pandemic resulted in a $500,000 funding cut to the Library, forcing us to furlough and lay off our part-time hourly staff members, and reduce our hours of service. Despite having less funding than we expected, we still provided excellent customer service to our users remotely, virtually, and in person.

I am very proud of our staff—they were creative, resilient, and dedicated during this past year. We appreciate the patience of our patrons as we adjusted and brought back services when it was safe to do so. We are grateful to our donors who generously provided funding that allowed us to expand our e-content, add more WiFi hotspots, and underwrite the internet platforms necessary to transition to online programs.

We hope this report of our activities during 2020 shows the dedication of Library staff and trustees, and our commitment to the Montclair community.

Peter D. Coyl, MLIS
Director | Montclair Public Library

* with apologies to Susanna Kaysen
2020 by the Numbers

228,437 items checked out with over 40,000 via our curbside pickup service
107,715 visits made to the Library’s website
89,206 electronic items borrowed, from eBooks to streaming movies
11,645 retrievals of electronic information from research and other databases
9,466 total attendance at all programs
8,246 views of program recordings
8,123 active library card users, more than doubling the number from 2019
962 library card numbers issued via email during the temporary closure
435 program sessions offered virtually
127 years of dedicated service to the people of Montclair
Adult School

The Adult School offered approximately 391 classes that generated 3,151 registrations. It opened the year with a winter session that featured two highly-attended free events: “Willie Cole in Conversation: Art and Life Inspired by Newark” (167 registrants) on Feb. 24 and “Scottish Traditions - Montclair Orchestra” (162 registrants).

The Adult School offered courses on virtual platforms in the spring, summer, and fall. Highlights included “Introduction to Northern Italian Cooking - Gnocchi” (59 online registrants), “30 Second Universe: Cosmic Conversations” (96 online registrants), “Birth of the Essex County Park System” (80 online registrants), and “Birth of Montclair’s Essex County Parks” (51 online registrants). It continued offering classes made possible through partnerships with the Montclair Orchestra, Montclair Culinary Academy, the Louis Armstrong Museum, and the Montclair Business Improvement District, which provided a year-end grant to program training courses for area businesses and workers.

Adult Services

Adult Services continued offering virtual reference assistance through email and instant chat. Book-a-Librarian appointments and Edgemont tech help resumed virtually as well. The Library added a “Your Personal Curator” service, which provides personalized book recommendations. The Instagram Live UnBook Club was created, with 264 live viewers and 2,527 total views. The Summer Reading program for adults had 120 registrants, topping the total number of participants from 2017 and 2018. In October, Adult Services partnered with the Financial Planning Association of NJ to bring a two-part series to those interested in their financial literacy. The Library also offered its “Learn English” classes virtually.

In July, the WiFi hotspot lending program resumed. WiFi hotspots provide free internet connections to those without it, and are ideal for remote work and learning, video calls, and job hunting. Starting in November, patrons could also borrow Chromebook laptops for at-home use. Together, hotspot and Chromebook lending provides computer and online access to anyone with an MPL card.
Borrower Services

Staff continued to help patrons remotely during the pandemic shutdown: processing online sign-ups for library cards, informing new patrons of their card numbers so they could start accessing digital resources right away, creating video tutorials and walking patrons through digital resources, responding to queries, and updating patrons’ records. Through the Home Assisted Services (H.A.S.) program—which delivers library materials to Montclair residents who cannot easily leave their home due to age, mobility issues, or other reasons—Library staff brought books and WiFi hotspots right to patrons’ doorsteps. The Main Library installed a state-of-the-art Automated Materials Handler, which accepts returns 24/7 and immediately updates the patron’s account.

Bellevue Avenue Branch

Branch staff conducted outreach, in-person and virtually, to 266 preschool and elementary school students in Montclair. Dozens of in-person programs at the Branch, both prior to the pandemic and outdoors in the fall, served 762 attendees of all ages. Branch staff quickly pivoted to livestreamed storytimes with “Facebook Fables,” which ran from March to August and featured children’s tales and nursery rhymes.
Youth & Teen Services

The Youth & Teen Services Department conducted 90 children’s and 44 teen programs with an attendance of 1,764 patrons. Staff pivoted towards virtual programming, which included Lunchtime Livestream Storytimes, Skype a Scientist programs, Teen Game Days via Discord, Virtual Reading Buddies, and more. In an effort to connect with elementary school-aged homeschoolers, staff created a virtual book club: Participating children helped select a different genre each month, while a librarian created a list of possible titles to read. The department continued its annual Kwanzaa celebration with the virtual program “Harambee! Songs and Stories for Kwanzaa,” presented by storyteller April Armstrong. The department also hosted a lively author discussion featuring award-winning author Kwame Alexander and award-winning MacArthur Fellow Jacqueline Woodson. The discussion was moderated by local author Ylonda Gault.

The Library is particularly grateful for the financial support of the Montclair Public Library Foundation during a challenging year. They raise funds for additional Library programs and services and have underwritten many of the critical new activities added since the start of the pandemic. Foundation funding supports:

- WiFi hotspots
- Laptop checkouts
- Museum passes
- Open Book / Open Mind
- The Adult School
- The Little Read
- Expansion of digital resources, including increased access to hoopla and Kanopy, and new access to Creativebug, Lynda.com (now LinkedIn Learning), Medici.tv, and America’s News
- Staff professional development
- Outreach and publicity efforts
Open Book / Open Mind is MPL’s live conversation series featuring top authors discussing their new books and the important events of our time. The series transitioned to a webcast format in April and remained virtual through 2020. Featured authors included:

- Taffy Brodesser Akner in conversation with Jake Silverstein
- Andrew Marantz in conversation with DT Max
- Imani Perry in conversation with Emily Raboteau
- Charlotte Alter in conversation with Julian Lucas
- Gail Collins in conversation with Dale Russakoff
- Ada Calhoun in conversation with Maureen Connolly
- Jesse Wegman in conversation with Jim Johnson
- Christina Baker Kline in conversation with J. Courtney Sullivan
- Michael Schmidt in conversation with Jay Schreiber
- Jonathan Alter in conversation with Jim Axelrod
- Peter Baker and Susan Glasser in conversation with Jonathan Alter
- Alice Hoffman in conversation with Elisabeth Egan

Special thanks to series founders Jennifer Dorr and David Jones and to the rest of the Advisory Board:

- Jonathan Alter
- Neal Caruth
- Ivan Held
- Marc Lacey
- DT Max
- Juan Milà
- Margot Sage-El
- Rachel Swarns
- Kate Tuttle
- Susan Weinberg

We are grateful for the generous sponsors of Open Book / Open Mind:

- Investors Foundation
- Montclair Public Library Foundation
- Watchung Booksellers

The 2020 edition of The Little Read, an annual read-aloud event that brings together neighbors and families in a celebration of literacy and community, streamed live on Facebook during the evening of December 18. A series of guest readers shared seasonal stories celebrating winter, Hanukkah, Christmas, and Kwanzaa. This event was generously supported by the Montclair Public Library Foundation. Thank you to all the Little Read volunteers:

- Tanya Bitar
- Rosemarie Boyle
- Adrian DeVore
- Lauren Kline
- Rocio Magana
- Maria Martire
- Leslie Masuzzo
- Marissa May
- Jill McLaughlin
- Regina Polzella
- Jonathan Alter
- Neal Caruth
- Ivan Held
- Marc Lacey
- DT Max
- Juan Milà
- Margot Sage-El
- Rachel Swarns
- Kate Tuttle
- Susan Weinberg
Thank you to all of our 2020 donors! Your generosity makes it possible to offer valuable programs and resources to everyone in our community.

Library Champions ($10,000+)

Jonathan Bellack and Jennifer Bonnell
Stephen and Evelyn Colbert
Edward Robin and Family in Memory of Gloria Robin
Rita Singer

Library Advocates ($5,000 - $9,999)

Anonymous
Brian Clarkson and Christina Cotton
Irena Goldstein
Investors Foundation
Reimer and Susan Mellin
Paypal Charitable Giving Fund

Library Supporters ($1,000 - $4,999)

Alan Berkowitz
David Bessey and Kathleen Cullina-Bessey
Tom Blim and Susie Sonneborn
Valerie Block and Alexis Romay
Diane Borradale
Michael Burke
Bethany Chase and Andrew Weinstein
Christy Cicatello
Shirley Cobert
James and Susann Connors
Bonnie Cushing
Ruth Davis
Mary Anne Ford
William P. Ford
Friends of the Bellevue Avenue Library
Chris and Susan Gifford
Adam Grace and Lisanne L. Renner
Emily Grand and Arthur Hickok
Emily Hagen
William E. Hamilton
Ivan and Patricia Held
Thomas and Mary Heyman
Julianne Hunt and David Korfhage
Rosemary Iversen
Christine James
Jerry L. and Barbara J. Burris Foundation, Inc.
Alan and Jill Johnson
Joanne Kornoelje
Library Supporters ($1,000 - $4,999) - continued

Maura C. Lockhart and James Lukenda
Joseph and Diana Lunin
Jacqueline McMullen
Joseph Mellicker and Judith Scheuer
Jared Miller
Mindful Breath Foundation
Melissa Moore

June Nguyen and Todd Tauber
Timothy O’Brien
Jonathan and Jennifer Phillips
Donald and Jill Seagraves
Richard and Kim Seltzer
Robert Tortoriello
The Whitehill Foundation

Library Lovers ($1 - $999)

Bassam K. Abed and Peter Ross Sieger
Steven Abrahamson and Maritza Guzman
Gail Abramowitz
Frances Adams
Frank and Laurie Albanese
Pamela Alders
Connie Alexis-Laona
Jeanne Altman
Claire Altschuler
Joseph and Lisa Amato
Karim Anderson
Kristina Anderson
Rosario Andujar
Anonymous (28)
Rosemary Maletto Ares
Linda Ariel
Linda Aro
Reagan Arthur and Scott Beck
John Arzadon
Thomas and Katherine Ash
Dave Astor
Judy Avrin
John Miguel Baker
Bettye and Steve Barcan
Lawrence Barnes
Kate Bartoldus and Joseph Jeydel
Marie Barton
David Bauer
Bernard and Judy Beck
Robert Alan Becker
Eric T. and Kathryn H. Beelitz
Lee Behlman
Maria Benedyckinski
Marshall and Meredith Bergmann
Helen Berman
Debbi and Steve Bernstein
Jennifer Bernstein
Sol and Risa Janoff Bernstein

Lesley and Mary Lynn Berry
Kelsey Bershad
Diane Bertrand
Rita Bettenbender
Claude Bey
Monica Biondi
Eileen Birmingham
Blackbaud Giving Fund
Daniel Blackman and Meg Siesfeld
Pablo Blanco
Nancy Blankenhorn
Gene Bloch
Sarah Blustain and Daniel Max
Elise Boddie
Carolee and Paul Boger
Malia A. Bohlin
Karen Joyce Bonislawski
Julia Bonsal
Simon Boyce and Jackie Mroz
Alice Bozoyan
Bright Funds Foundation
Christine G. Brown
Rachel Brown
Raha and James Brown
Meghan Brunelli
Hilary and Doug Brylka
Carolyn Buck and Michael Gould
Stephen Buckingham and Barbara Hedeen
Natalka Bukalo
Joshua and Rebecca Burch
Janet Byrd and Morris Phillip
Christine Calderon
Robert and Deana Campion
Lauren and John Carlton
Elizabeth Carroll
Teresa G. Carswell
Henri Cauvin and Rachel Swarns
Lara Cely
Library Lovers ($1 - $999) - continued

Daniel J. and Cora M. Censullo
Susan Chandler and William Stein
Penna Chandra
Jeff Chanin
J. William Chappell and Kathrine McLendon
Ling Chen
Deborah Risa Cherkin
Gail Chesler
Rebecca Chevat
Maureen Christensen
Jaimee Christinat
Rosemarie Ciccarello and Christopher Harnett
Patrizia Cioffi
Scott and Amy Claman
Alison Clark and Douglas Snyder
Jesse Coelho
Jeffrey Cole
Kenneth and Ellen Colton
Jennifer Comini
Terrance and Charlene Connolly
Jeffrey Cooperman and Kahane Corn

Winfred Cordero and Jessica Sporn
Murray and Cynthia Corhan-Aitken
Cynthia Cox
Susan Craig
Felix Cruz
Daining Cui
Robert Culicover
Jerry and Maria Czin
Sister Patricia Daly
Susan Jean Dan and Steven Smith
Lawrence Dark and Alice Elliot Dark
Alyce Davis
Scott and Twana Davisson
Deborah Day
Jessica de Koninck
Constance De Martino
Ramon Delgado
Jamie Della
Joseph and Lisa DeLuca
Kathleen Denny
Gail Derivan and Dan Keppel
Library Lovers ($1 - $999) - continued

Mia Deschamps
Peter Dillard and Mirela Trofin
Aman D’Mello and Mark Malaspina
Candace and Jeff Dobro
Wendy Dolber
Terrance and Kristen Dollard
Peter and Lois Donegan
Janet Donohue and Richard Lamoreaux
Judith Dorphley
Kenneth Dowell and Melissa Klurman
Paula Doyle
Roger Drill and Lettie Teague
Robert Dyer
Glenn Eichler
John Ekstrom
Marcia Elbaz
Philip and Regina Elberg
Emily Eldridge and Michael Silberman
Wanda Ellert and David Kanegis
Deborah Ellis and Hal Strelnick
Jean Ellis
Mary Ellen Ellis
Sally Ellyson
Francesca Elms
David Emero and Elizabeth Emery

Larry Engelstein and Celia Radek
Arden Epstein
Sara Ann Erichson
Thomas Fallace
John J. Fallon
Margaret M. Farabaugh
Barbara Farlie
Christine Faurot
Emer Featherstone
Bill Feeney
Stephen Feldberg and Mary Knowles
Lilian Ferguson
Sara Ferry and Rick Gyan
Ashley Few
Jennifer Fidlon-Bugat
Stephen Figlewski and Carol Lipsitch
Jane and Daniel Fiore
Ivy Fischer and Debra Glessner
Kris Fischer
Sean and Erin Flynn
David Fox
Megan Fox
Steven and Vicki Fox
Hillary Frank
Michael Frank and Susan Helman
Joel and Nancy Franklin
Judith A. and Gregory J. Franklin
Lauretta and Scott Freeman
Stuart Freeman
Harry and Jennifer Friedberg
Elizabeth Fuqua and Howard Kerbel
David Galef
Jeffrey Gall and Karen Rosenberg
Cynthia Garcia
John and Janice Garone
Margo Garrison
Anita Geffinger
Adrienne Geller
Dorothy Gerhardt
Robin Gibbs
Thomas P. Giblin
Susan Gillooly
Emily Ginder
Wladimir and Annie Giszpenc
Peter and Alica Giuffra
Edward Gold
Brad and Jeni Goldman
Emanuel Goldman
Paul and Ann Goldstein
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Bruce and Laurie Goodman
Gail Goodman
Melissa Goslin
Carolyn Gould
Shannon Gramas
Fannie and Tim Gray
Paul and Margorie Grayson
Andrew and Barbara Green
Lee Greenberger and Randy Simon
Lindsey Greenberger
Judith A. Greene
Steven and Laurel Griff
David and Shirley Grill
Wendell and Linda J. Baker Grimm
Jennifer and Joseph Grissafi
Aileen and Marc Grossberg
Kenneth Grosso
Ellen Gruber
Jonathan and Cathlin Grupper
Nina Guercio
Andrew Gutelle and Sena Messer
Half Hour Book Club
Thomas Halgren and Beatrice Schaer
David Hall
Garth R. Hallberg and Elise White
Joseph Hallock
Jane Hanson and Patrick Shrout
Bryan Wayne Harmon
Dion Harmon
Richard Harris
Carol Harris-Mannes
David and Kathleen Harrison
Katherine Harrison
William Harrison and Lois Hull
Jackie Hassine
Sylvia Hatcher
Libby Ann Haynes
Stratton and Rhonda Heath
Rachel Hecht and Francis Moloney
Eric Heilner and Lisa Korn
Fern Heining
Paul and Elizabeth Hemminger
Jessica Henry and Ken Waitz
Karen Herbst
Laura and Matthew Hertzog
John Herzog
David Hicks and Marsha Kalman
Tracey Hill-Bensalem
James and Patricia Hobin

Jan Hoffman and Dan Nachman
Jill Hoffman and Leon Hojegia
Sylvia Hoffstein
Kelley Holland and Steven Kanengiser
Allyson Hollingsworth
Betty Holloway
Carla Horowitz
Ching-Fen and Margaret Ann Hsiao
Tatyana Hube
Samuel Huber and Catherine Weiss
Evan and Sarah Hudson-Plush
Diane Hughes
Kathy A. Hurling
Sharon Hurwich
Harold Hutchinson
Lisa Hyman-Sackman and Joel Sackman
Colleen and Benjamin Ijalana
Joseph and Lisa Imberman
Navrooz Irani
J.M. Kaplan Fund, Inc
Joshua and Sarah Jacobstein
Elizabeth Jarit
Diana Johnson
Maria Jones
Amy Josephson and Sheldon Kugelmass
David and Jeanne Josephson
Emma Justice
Library Lovers ($1 - $999) - continued

Yasuo and Emy Kamihara
Dorothy Kapuscinski
Stanley and Mary Jane Karp
Marc Katz
Melissa Katz and John Paolo Pepe
Carol Katzman
Barbara Kauffman
Kathryn Kempf
Alexandra Kent and Samuel Selesnick
Robert J. Kent
Scott Kessler
Laura and Ted Kiesewetter
Montserrat Kim
Richard and Sarah Kim
Somi Kim
Yoon Kim
Andrew Klein
Ann Klein
Emily Klein
Elynna Klink
Wolf Knapp and Margaret Malloy
Caron Knauer
Susan Kramer
Ann Kraus
Ruth Kunstadter
Lynne and Lanny Kurzweil
Michael and Joanne La Quaglia
Carolyn Lack
Patricia LaDuca
Priya Lalvani and Norman Rosenblum
James Larish and Susanna Suh
Michael Laser and Jennifer Prost
Lauren Laskey
Theresa Lavoie
Deanna Lawatsch
Claudia Baker Lederer
Gary and Betty Lee
Julie E. Lehman
John Leib
Matthias Leimer
Elaine Leporati
Jules and Daryl Lerner
Rebecca Levenberg
David and Debra Levy
Debra Levy
Matt Levy
Martin Lewkowicz
Daryl and Joerg Liebel
Ada Liggett
Erik Lillquist and Heather Taylor
Christopher and Carol Lippincott
Neena Litton
Library Lovers ($1 - $999) - continued

Leila Loring
Carmel Loughman
David W. Lowden
Phyllis Lowenthal
Steve Lucas and Emily Rosenblum
Hobie Lunin
Mark and Stephanie Lurie
Mark and Florence Lurinsky
Ronald Lustgarten
Wendy and Mary Ann Mackinnon
Rita F. Maggio
Rudresh Mahanthappa
Chandan and Aparna Mallik
Mary Louise Malyska
Justin and Megan Mannato
Sara Margolis
Louis Marino and Trente Miller
Edward and Jennifer Markham
Marcia Marley and Peter Rappoport
Keri Marmorek
John Marshall and Mary Rorke
Antoinette Martin
Julia Martin
Maribel Martinez
Cleopatra Matheos
Michael and Tsafi Matthews
Letizia Matturri
Robert and Katherine Maurizi
Clare May
Michael Mayer
Dan and Ann McCarthy
Freda McClean
Christopher and Andrea McDonagh
Lynn McFarlane
Theodora McKee
Kimberly McLaren
Richard and Anne Marie McMahon
Thomas and Oneida Mendez-Laws
Joyce Michaelson
Maureen Michaud
Margaret Miele
David Sean Millen
Beth Ann Miller
Larry and Nicole Miller
James and Frances Mills
Amy Minkoff
John Edward Mintz
Melissa W. Mintz
Jaimee Mirsky
Charles Moran
Gina Moran
Linda Morgan
Marilyn Morgan
Maureen Morgan
Kevin and Sue Moriarty
Shelby Moser
Arlene and Harry Moskowitz
Robert Moss
Meredith Murphy-Birdsall and Keith Reamer
Patricia Nachtigal
Amit and Jeannine Nanavati
Ronald and Diana Naspo
Jaime Needel
Celina Chatman Nelson
Network For Good
Richard and Mary Newman
Mara Novak and Jim Price
Elchi Nowrojee
Martha Nowycky
Graham and Sheila Oakes
Mary O’Crowley and David Wholley
Edwin and Catherine Olsen
Sarah Olson and Paul Swanson
Stephen and Rose Oosting
Janet Orr
Panna Ostermann
Alfred and Jennifer Otero
Paul and Mary Ellen Palmeri
Thomas and Beth Panucci
Daniela and Luke Parker Bowles
Lily, Olivia, and Alice Parker Bowles
Bernice Paschal
Caroline Patton
Sarah and Norbert Paulsen
Kathryn Perino
Maddie Perlman-Gabel
Tom and Patricia Perlmutter
Gareth Perry
Rachel Perten and Adam Stone
Andrea Peyser
Anita Phalon
Bruce Phariss and Sheila Harrington Phariss
John Phillips
Alex and Deirdra Picou
Luis and Nancy Pi-Sunyer
Maxine Pittman
Wendy Donn Podos
Max and Melissa Polaner
Library Lovers ($1 - $999) - continued

Maya Polton
Suzanne Portnoy
Jed D. Posnick
Mary Jean Potenzzone
DeWayne A. Powell
Tanya Priber
Charla Price
Carol Puchyr
Dawn Quinn
Deborah Ann Quirk
Michael and Donna Ratliff
Robert and Shelley Rawley
Heidi Reifenberg
Beverly Reilly
Glenn and Lyn Reiter
Mary Ann Renn
Elizabeth Riggs
Kevin and Anne Riordan
Deborah Rivers
Glenn and Katrina Rogers
Helen Rogosin
Todd and Jeannie Rosen
Brad Rosenkrantz
Lyn Rosensweig
Andrew and Mary Beth Rosenthal
Marian Rothenberg
Margret Rothman
Robert and Katherine Ruberton
Thomas Ruddy
Kristen Rugel
Simon and Christie Rule
Margaret Rushton
Matt and Lisa Russman
Jennifer Saba
Lindsey and Michael Sag
Kimberly Salma
Judy Samuels
Ellen Sander
Steven Sander
Dave and Elsy Sandhusen
Karen Sands
Ruth Sarlin
Patricia Sarro
Maureen Savage
Carole Schaffer and David Waggett
Eric Scherzer
Carol Schlein
Margaret Schmidt
Colleen Scholer
Roger Scholl
Newton and Toni Schott
Luis and Vivian Schuchinski
Wendy Schuman
Arlene Schwartz
Bela Schwartz and June Zimmerman
Lisa Schweitzer
William L. Scott
Brian Scully
Erika Segall
Karen Segall
Lynn Seligman
Carl and Barbara Selinger
V. Eugene Shahan
Louise R. Shapiro
Anjeli Sharma
Rennie Shepen
Ronald and Robin Sherman
Lisa Siegertel
Mark Siegel
Jeani Silberman
Sam Silbert
Andrew and Merrill Silver
Nancy and Matthew Silverman
Paul and Denise Silverman
Howard and Mary M. Silverstein
Michael and Allison Silverstein
Harold Simon
Peter Simon and Kristin Wald
Edward and Linda Rose Simpfendorfer
Cordelia Siporin
Edward Skillin
David and Kathleen Skutch
Andrew and Robyn Slutzky
Cheryl and Marc Slutzky
Library Lovers ($1 - $999) - continued

Emily Anna Smith  
Nancy E. Snyder  
Alan and Margo Sokolow  
Sanford and Kathryn Sorkin  
Roger and Valerie Spain  
Paula Span  
Karen Speth  
Donna Spivey and Nicholas Weiss  
K. Stamp  
Nancy and Laurence Star  
Dawn Stennett  
Tracey Stephens  
Julie Paige Stevens  
Alison Stockley  
Susan Stohr  
Derek Stordahl and Jody Suden  
Tage and Patricia Strom  
Sara Stroman  
Kalyani Subramaniam  
Chris Sullivan  
Gerard Sullivan  
Missy Sullivan  
Jane and Harvey Susswein  
Michael and Judy Sylvan  
Cheryl A. Szydlo  
Jason Tanz  
Debra Taffet  
Doug and Elena Tapper  
Sharon Tapper  
Banks Tarver and Claire Walls  
Walter and Joy Taylor  
Steven and Jane Tennen  
Daniel Teshima  
Laura Torchio  
Max and Millie Tourtellot  
Kelly Tran  
William and Cynthia Treene  
Richard and Nina Tucker  
Sarah Turbek  
Tina Turni  
Edward Unger  
Yael Silverberg Urian  
Marcos Vargas  
Christa Verem  
Mary Ann Vierheilig  
Sue W. Villarosa  
Jennifer Vincent  
Sandra Vollero-Levy  
Darin Wacs  
Karen and Jace Wagner  
Leslie Van Wagner  
Cynthia Wallach  
Frank and Margo Walter  
Sue and Randy Walther  
Linda Wanat  
Brendan and Miriam Ward  
David Wasmuth  
Elizabeth S. Webbink  
Fred Weiner  
Jay Weinstein  
Susan D. Weinstock  
Christine Weisenburger  
Eric Weiser  
Robert and Ellen Weiser  
Jay-Louise Weldon and Michael Wynne  
Dianne Wenz  
Cathleen West  
Matthew West  
West Essex Chapter 131 AARP  
Jason and Erin White  
Paula A. Whitlock  
Gamonn Wholley  
Jeannette Wicks  
Diane Wilkes  
Miranda Wilkotz  
Rita Williams-Bogar  
Laura Wilson  
Lynne Wilson-Bruchet  
Richard Wolferz  
Stephen A. Yavorski, Sr.  
Susan Youdovin  
Albert and Jennifer Young  
Natasha Zagoren  
Lloyd and Margo Zbar  
Ariel Zeitlin  
Michael and Lauren Zichelli
Tribute Gifts

Tribute Gifts were made in honor or in memory of:

Marie Barton
Victoria Shaw Berry
Rita Bettenbender
William P. Ford
Carla Horowitz
Nancy Iannace and the Adult School
Deanna Lawatsch
Martin Lewkowicz (2)

Kathryn Perino (2)
Gloria Robin (3)
Arlene Schwartz
Senior Program at the Adult School
Eileen Tokar
Robert Tortoriello
Francoise Varkala

Corporate Matching Gifts

AbbVie, Inc.
ADP
Apple
CIT Group, Inc.

MUFG
Penguin Random House LLC
Walton Enterprises

Gifts received January 1 - December 31, 2020
Please contact info@montclairplf.org with any questions.

The Montclair Public Library Foundation strives to be accurate in its acknowledgment of our generous donors. If there are errors, please let us know so they can be corrected.
Staff

Administration
Lisa Connell
Peter Coyl
Adrienne Harden
Andrew Ng
Selwa Shamy
Linda Welch
Jeannette Wicks

Adult School
Maurice Boyer
Joanne Ciervo
Jeanne Evans
Nancy Iannace
Patricia Way

Adult Services
Jill DeMarco
Tina Doody
Molly Hone
Julia Koleda
Ryan Norman
Alexander Russo
Barbara Sanders-Harris
Kim Seltzer

Marisa Shaari
Nicola Whipple
Carmen Wong
Ariel Zeitlin

Bellevue Avenue Branch
Joseph Rivera

Borrower Services
Athenae Aliferis
Elliot Butler
Jeff Cole
Derek Duncan
Thomas Hoesly
Janice Johnson
Jacquelyn Maltino
Yennoco Mayhew
Michael Papuzenski
Dawn Quinn
Thomas Sears
Christopher Sorhaindo
Barbara Spires
AminMaki Stevens
MariAnne Yeterian

Collection & Materials Services
Kenneth French
Diane Josephs

Facilities & Security
Shacoy Bradley
Timothy Flowers
Wallace Whitehurst

Youth & Teen Services
Melanie Bruchet
Devis Garcia
Alex Locke
Linda McMahan
Janet Morales
Nguenar Ndiaye
Penina Onyango
Kiersten Paine
Enola Romano
Maxwell Ruddy
Thomas Ruddy
Avrianny Thorngren
Jessica Trujillo
Matilda Williams

Volunteers

Thank you to all the volunteers who helped in 2020 prior to the pandemic.

Daniel Fogel
Mary Anne Ford
Barbara Hedeen
Karen Herbst
Lois Hull

Grace Ju
Jasmin Kee
Rebecca Lutzy
Eloise Ruskin
Marion Sanders

John Sieck
Robert Sillery
Carol Singer
Alan Smith
Rosanne Spendley
Main Library
50 S. Fullerton Avenue
Montclair, NJ 07042

Bellevue Avenue Branch
185 Bellevue Avenue
Montclair, NJ 07043

973-744-0500 | montclairlibrary.org
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